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Beginners, Old Pro’s, and Hacks 
 
It’s January, finally.  Out in the woods, it’s still winter according to the calendar, but the 
sap is flowing, buds are swelling, mushrooms are pushing...and in the shop...creativity 
is burgeoning. 
 

   
 
Bill Hopkins, one of our new members, also has a new lathe, and he wasted no time 
putting it to use.  He also discovered among articles in his father’s shop, a chunk of 
really dry, clear Black Acacia.  Here’s what came of that! 
  

 
That’s one sweet curve, Bill.  
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Santa Cruz Woodturners enjoyed two consecutive presentations on multimedia 
embellishments of turnings in November and December last year.  Scott Grove 
delivered an enthusiastic display of inlay techniques with stone, shell, and jewels using 
different bonding agents.  In December, our own turner/blacksmith Roy Holmberg 
narrated the 180 step creation of a quilted hard rock maple bowl with a forged steel 
band...a process of 4 days condensed into an hour with sequential photographs. 
 
The President’s Challenge for this January is, not too surprisingly, make a 
multimedia turning.  Some really impressive work and intriguing photographs have 
come in...and it’s not too late.  January 13 is the deadline.  Meanwhile, it turns out that 
our members have been doing this sort of thing for quite a while, so we’ll have some 
new work and some experienced work for the show.  For a teaser...from our 
archives...here are some examples: 
 
 

    
         
      Larry Dubia, Resin and burl                               Tom Eovaldi, hammered brass inserts 
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Sue Broadston turns embedded bullets           Dwain Christensen turns embedded termites 
 

       
Maarten Meerman turns at the speed of light            Earl Wynn and John Wells turn disabled  

antiques into functioning tools    
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Jim Baker watched as Scott Grove described a shop-made stone crusher using a piece 
of pipe and a long bolt.  So, naturally, Jim made one of his own for his crushed 
greenstone rim inlay on a fine Bay Laurel bowl (you’ll see it projected January 16). 
 

   
 
 

This was Jim’s description: 
 
I bought a small piece of the jade like 
green stone from a now closed rock 
shop in the Trader Joe’s shopping 
center.    
 
Using the Irishman’s demo as a guide, I 
bought an 8 inch long, 1" pipe, a cap 
and a slightly longer 5/8 carriage bolt, 
then attached two nuts and ground the 
bottom nut to fit into the bottom of the 
round cap.  
      
I found that I could use a hammer to 
pound on the bolt to smash the stone.  I 
was surprised how well it worked on this 
stone. 
 
 
 
 
Wells:  Let’s put that into an historical 
perspective...

Our country’s founding fathers, in what may have been their most dramatic divergence 
from the imperial status quo and the stifling class hierarchy in Europe, was to insist that 
our nation’s greatest defense against enemies, foreign and domestic, was a well-
educated populace...and fund it.  Easier said than done, but ever so true today. 
 
As most of us know, Jim served for years as Superintendent of the Pajaro Valley School 
system.  He pioneered a number of truly novel strategies to use the cultural richness of 
South County as a springboard to excellence and resourcefulness, rather than an 
impediment to “administrative efficiency.”   (It was my privilege to see that unfold first hand.) 
 
They don’t make a lot of Jim Bakers in our history, but now I think I know why. 
 
Who would have known that this gentle, thoughtful leader...this kind advocate for 
woodshop, lover of foreign languages, and uplifter of human potential...could take off his 
glasses, bend over, pick up a few rocks...and become  
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Coring Hack.  Now, further pursuing the theme of multimedia, I’ll share a less artistic 
trick of a functional nature. This hack involves a non-traditional turning application for a 
special kind of bark as an adjunct for coring and seasoning.   
 
Not all of our members do coring, although we have universally experienced the 
remorse of turning beautiful wood from the central portion of a lovely blank into 
shavings.  It could have been a nested set of two or three bowls instead of a sack of 
mulch.  With exotic figure, precious burl, and scarce resources, that “remorse” hits a bit 
deeper, including the pocketbook 
 
Most turners working with damp wood will coat the turning with a sealer to modulate the 
drying which can lead to checks, cracks, or worse.  It’s certainly wise to do that right 
after coring damp wood.  A PVA-based product has gained popularity as a sealer (Tree 
Saver is one brand name).  PVA is the active ingredient of standard wood glue, familiar 
to all of us for decades as white Elmer’s.  The trouble with PVA coating for nested bowls 
is that the goo pools in the bottom, and a nested stack can stick together.  It can be a 
dickens (think crowbar) to separate them if they’ve cured in a gluey embrace.   We may 
leave “nubs” (orange arrow below) on the bottom of a bowl or use scraps of wood to 
keep the cores from making intimate contact in the dark.  I happen to have scraps of 
Portuguese oak bark in abundance, and here’s a handy use! 
 

  
 
I use 3 old wine corks to create a stable “tripod” base that also separates the layers 
(damp walnut in this case).  When the stack is assembled, it won’t wobble.  I find I can 
make towers of 4-5 sets that won’t tip over, which saves precious space.   
 
I’m also aware that turners during shutdown occasionally serve wine once the lathe has 
been shut down for the day...so save those corks and grin while you core.   
 

If you run out, I have plenty to share.                                  
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Something old with multimedia...                 ...and something new 
 

   
 
A 250 year old skein winder   Dwain Christensen’s skateboard deck novelty 
Made on a prerevolutionary lathe            Coffee urn gripper, made on a modern lathe 
And a spokeshave and a chisel   Same craftsmanship creativity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enjoy the quiet, and we’ll 
 
See our faces January 16. 
 
 
Wells Shoemaker  
President, SCW 2020-21 
 
  
 
 

   

 
                               


